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ABSTRACT

A MODEL FACULTY HANDBOOK
TO PROMOTE A SHARED VISION
AND A COLLABORATIVE SCHOOL CULTURE
By
Nadine D. Betts
May 2004

The purpose of the study was to develop a model faculty handbook to
promote a shared vision and a collaborative school culture. To accomplish this
purpose, a review of related literature was conducted. Related information and
materials from selected sources were obtained and analyzed. Additionally,
specific information and forms were adapted and developed to serve an
elementary faculty.
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CHAPTER ONE
BACKGROUND OF THE PROJECT

Introduction
"Positive change can occur when people with different
perspectives are organized into groups in which everyone
is regarded as a peer. There must be a high level of
involvement, a clear purpose, adequate resources, and
the power to decide and implement. Leaders must be
willing to promote and facilitate these new processes."
(Parr, 1994)

As suggested above, by Parr, diverse groups of people working in
respectful cooperation can generate positive changes. This authority stressed
the importance of a clear vision, resources, the participation of each member,
and the group's authority to make change. Further, Parr contended that it is the
leader's obligation to motivate and provide opportunity for these developments.
Research cited by Huffman (2000) identified collaboration and shared
leadership as a means for school improvement. Huffman further affirmed that it
is the responsibility of administrators for creating a professional learning
community by incorporating such key factors in school improvement.
According to Southworth (2002), defining the school mission, managing
the instructional program and promoting the school climate are by-products of

faculty collaboration and a shared vision, without which there is no foundation
upon which to build.
Research cited by Harada (2002) indicated that schools functioning as
learning communities produced higher levels of student learning and further
maintained that collaboration forms the foundation for a successful school
culture. Harada stated, "the establishment of collaborative relationships forms
the bedrock for flourishing learning communities." .

Purpose of the Project

The purpose of the project was to develop a model faculty handbook to
promote a shared vision and a collaborative school culture. To accomplish this
purpose, a review of related literature was conducted. Related information and
materials from selected sources were obtained and analyzed. Additionally,
specific information and forms were adapted and developed to serve an
elementary-level faculty.

Limitations of the Project

For purposes of this project, it was necessary to establish the following
limitations:
2

Scope: The handbook was designed to serve an elementary-level faculty.
For purposes of this study, selected components of the Model Handbook
have been presented in Chapter Four.
Time: The project was designed for implementation during the 2004-2005
and subsequent school years.
Target Population: The model handbook was developed for faculty use at
the elementary level.
Current Research: The preponderance of research and literature
reviewed in Chapter 2 was limited to research and literature current within
the past ten (10) years.

Definition of Terms and Acronyms

Significant terms and acronyms used in the context of this project have
been defined as follows:

TERMS:
Achievement: something accomplished successfully, especially by means
of exertion, skill, practice, or perseverance (American Heritage Dictionary
of the English Language, 2000)
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Administrator: one who administers, especially one who works as a
manager in a business, government agency, or school. (Yahoo, 2004)
Assessment: A determination of the value, significance, or extent of
something; appraisal. (American Heritage Dictionary of the English
Language, 2000)
Civic engagement: a process by which citizens are asked to reflect upon
policy choices to inform political decision-making; can take many different
forms, such as community activism related to specific social causes,
volunteer activities, participation in government processes; people get
involved in building their community. (City of Toronto, 2004)
Curriculum: all the courses of study offered by an educational institution.
(American Heritage Dictionary of the English Language, 2000)
Democratic: of or for the people in general; popular. (American Heritage
Dictionary of the English Language, 2000)
Facilitate: to make easy or easier. (American Heritage Dictionary of the
English Language, 2000)
Goals. educational: desired learning outcomes stated for a group of
students and requiring from several weeks to several years to attain.
Instruction - Imparted knowledge. (American Heritage Dictionary of the
English Language, 2000)
Instructional leader: combines the following six roles: making student and
adult learning the priority; setting high expectations for performance;
4

gearing content and instruction to standards; creating a culture of
continuous learning for adults; using multiple sources of data to assess
learning; and activating the community's support for school success.
(National Association of Elementary Principals, 2001)
Instructional practices: the techniques and processes by which content is
delivered to students and the means by which learning is facilitated in the
classroom. (Mound City Elementary, 2004)
Interdependence - mutual dependence. (American Heritage Dictionary of
the English Language, 2000)
Network: an extended group of people with similar interests or concerns
who interact and remain in informal contact for mutual assistance or
support. (American Heritage Dictionary of the English Language, 2000)
Parochial: narrowly restricted in scope or outlook; provincial. (American
Heritage Dictionary of the English Language, 2000)
Policies: plans or courses of action, as of a government, political party, or
business, intended to influence and determine decisions, actions, and
other matters. (American Heritage Dictionary of the English Language,
2000)
Procedures: a set of established forms or methods for conducting the
affairs of an organized body such as a business, club, or government.
(American Heritage Dictionary of the English Language, 2000)
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Professional development: an on-going process in which individuals are
examining their own practice and determining how they can best meet the
learning needs of their students (American Heritage Dictionary of the
English Language, 2000)
Rationale: fundamental reasons; the basis. (American Heritage Dictionary
of the English Language, 2000)
Reciprocity: a mutual or cooperative interchange of favors or privileges,
especially the exchange of rights or privileges of trade between nations.
(American Heritage Dictionary of the English Language, 2000)
Resources: something that can be used for support or help. (American
Heritage Dictionary of the English Language, 2000)
Shared Leadership: a cooperative effort involving students, staff, faculty,
administration and the Board of Trustees, based on a commitment to the
principle of collegiality among these groups; a representative and
collaborative decision making process characterized by collective
empowerment; comprises structures, procedures, standards and time
limits arranged to make decisions and policy in an orderly and effective
manner; necessitates that all participants attempt to arrive at a consensus
when making decisions appropriate to their responsibilities, and all
participants share in the consequences of those decisions; neither created
nor sustained to benefit any individual, but functions to achieve the
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missions and purposes of the group. (Kansas City Community College,
2004)
Standards: Statements of what students should know and be able to
demonstrate. Various standards have been developed by national
organizations, state departments of education, districts, and schools.
(Education Week, 2004)
Systemic: of or relating to systems or a system. (American Heritage
Dictionary of the English Language, 2000)
Systemic Reform: change that occurs in all aspects and levels of the
educational process and that impacts all stakeholders within the
process-students, teachers, parents, administrators, and community
members-with implications for all components, including curriculum,
assessment, professional development, instruction, and compensation.
(Education Week, 2004)
Validity: an indication that an assessment instrument consistently
measures what it is designed to measure, excluding extraneous features
from such measurement. (Education Week, 2004)
Zone of Proximal Development: a level or range in which a student can
perform a task with help. (Education Week, 2004)
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ACRONYMS:

ISSLC: Interstate School Leaders Licensure Consortium
OSPI: Office of Superintendent of Public Instruction
RCW: Revised Code of Washington
WAC: Washington Administrative Code
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CHAPTER TWO
A REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE AND INFORMATION OBTAINED
FROM SELECTED SOURCES

Introduction

The review of research and literature summarized in Chapter Two has
been organized to address:
1.

School Culture

2.

Collaboration

3.

A Shared Vision

4.

Leadership, and the Role of the Building Principal

5.

The Role of the Faculty Handbook

6.

An Analysis of Information Obtained from Selected Sources

7.

Summary

Information and materials, the preponderance of which was current within
the last ten (10) years, were identified through Educational Resources
Information Center (ERIC) and Internet computer searches. Various other online
resources and selected materials were used to conduct research.

School Culture

Research by Schein (1984) defined culture as notions, beliefs or ideas
that form a pattern within a group while that group adapts to external pressures
and internal assimilation. The pattern is suitable enough to be convincing to its
group members and is then taught to new members as the acceptable way to
distinguish, think, and believe in relation to those pressures.
Matthews and Crow (1993) shared a similar definition of school culture.
Teachers, principals, students, parents, and community members construct the
school culture as they struggle to make sense of the school as a society, its
characteristics and attributes. Veteran teachers, staff members, community
members, and administration then decipher and interpret the school's culture for
new members of the school community as the appropriate way to carry out plans
or ideas within the school. Formally, these interpretations of school culture may
take the form of a faculty meeting or perhaps a professional development
opportunity. Informally, newcomers might come into contact with school culture
through a conversation in the building (such as the faculty lounge) or simply
through storytelling from veteran teachers, staff members, parents, and/or
administrators.
Administrators have played an important role not only in interpreting
culture, but in developing culture. School principals and superintendents who
have successfully cultivated efficient, collaborative, and supportive cultures focus
10

on the following elements: A shared mission and vision with core values
centered on student and teacher learning, collaboration, and quality performance
and achievement; a deep sense of history and rationale; faith in the capability of
students and teachers to discover and develop professionally and academically;
a passionate professional community that incorporates facts, practice, and
research to improve performance; collaboration that encourages a constructive
flow of communication; shared leadership; ceremonies and habits that reinforce
the shared mission and vision; a confident and encouraging atmosphere; a sense
of respect and compassion that is shared by everyone; and recognition and
celebration of heroes and heroines through stories shared with newcomers.
(Deal and Peterson, 1999)

C

Crow, Matthews, and McCleary (1996) cautioned that newcomers to the
school present a special challenge in terms of culture. Recent graduates of
university programs often held idealistic philosophies, and diverse backgrounds
and ideas that threaten the present culture either positively or negatively.

The

administrator's role is to seek out and hire candidates who share in the building's
mission, vision, and goals and to present opportunities for newcomers to become
accustomed to the school's culture. New teachers consistently share frustrations
associated with unearthing the existing school culture.
Sergiovanni (1984) suggested that we reflect on our experiences in
professional learning communities and take inventory of the elements of school
culture that seemed to nurture and encourage both students and staff. How was
11

teaching and learning stimulated in this school? Why was it such an exciting
place to teach and learn? How did staff, students, parents, and administration
communicate and relate to one another? What characteristics of this school are
notable? Within your description, you will likely find characteristics such as the
following: leadership style of the principal; collegiality and kindness among
teachers; emphasis on progress and success; shared expectations; rationale and
purpose; and shared leadership among administration and staff.
Achilles and Smith (1999) have touched on several elements of school
culture that make a difference. Teachers and students alike want to feel safe, fit
in, and have opportunities to succeed. Whether or not formal efforts to socialize
students and teachers with the accepted school culture succeed, informal
opportunities will take the place and provide newcomers with enough information
to determine whether or not they want to be a part of such a learning community.
As stated by Achilles and Smith (p. 91):

"If they had a free choice, most people would not
willingly stay where they felt unwanted, unwelcomed,
and unappreciated; they would not go to a daily job
where they felt harassed and where they found it
impossible to do well. They would avoid a site where
they felt threatened or unsafe, or where they worked
with people who did not like them. Children quickly
12

learn the espoused and sometimes conflicting norms
of the school workplace and whether or not people at
school seem to like them and want to teach them."

Goldring (2002, p. 32) cited, "research has identified a positive connection
between a school's culture and student achievement. Studies of schools
involved in reform intended to raise student achievement have concluded that the
culture of a school is more powerful than any formal aspect of leadership." The
success of students in public schools has been critical to educators, parents, and
taxpayers. The success of our students in schools has run parallel to the key
traits of school culture. Identified key traits, or influences, of school culture have
included collaboration and a shared vision.
The result of successful cultural force leadership in schools has been a
bond among students, teachers, and community members to the shared goals
and objectives of the school. The school and its rationale have become honored
and admired and its mission and vision have been, in some respects, revered.
Individuals who have become members of this strong and supportive school
culture sensed a personal significance and importance. Their jobs became full of
meaning and importance, and these individuals felt a strong sense of identity and
value in their work - all extremely inspiring conditions. (Peters and Waterman,
1982)
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Collaboration

Hackman, Schmitt-Oliver, & Tracy (2002) declared collaboration is the
foundation of the successful educational organization, and a key factor in
developing a constructive school culture that is vital to success in both the
classroom and the boardroom. The authors explain that school culture is directly
affected by the degree of collaboration within a particular educational facility.
If teachers and administrators are instructional leaders within a
professional learning community then opportunities must be present to touch on
perceptions, beliefs, values, and information. With a solid foundation of shared
beliefs and a firm grasp of a shared vision, the professional learning community
has the power to act decisively and with confidence. (Lambert, 1998)
Chrislip and Larson (1994, p. 13) insisted that "when collaboration
succeeds, new networks and norms for civic engagement are established and
the primary focus of work shifts from parochial interests to the broader concerns
of the community". Individuals concentrate on the benefit of the entire
community rather than on personal success. The authors described a
collaborative leader as a servant. This 'servant' encouraged a network of
individuals to produce results based on an ideal or vision and was able to
empower participants and build community.
In 1970, Robert Putnam researched the comparative failure and success
of twenty governing regions of Italy. This authority found that prosperity was not
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determined by wealth or level of education. Instead, it was based on the level of
trust and civic engagement present within the community. Citizens were active
within their communities and recognized the need for reciprocity. There were
strong networks and associations within the community and a focus on the public
good rather than individual reward. (Putnam, 1993)
Bryk, Camburn, and Louis (1999) identified three distinct areas of
collaboration in a professional learning community such as a school building.
First, discussion and reflection among staff members of both teaching practices
and student learning occurred on a regular basis. Second, teachers were
consistently involved in observation and critique of one another's teaching
practices. Teachers acted as mentors to one another. Third, building-level
decisions were made collaboratively, among both teachers and administration.
Clark and Clark (2002) emphasized that a collaborative culture provides
opportunities to improve classroom instruction, thus, student achievement. In
addition, it promotes a collegial, reflective, supportive work environment for both
staff and administration.
Hipp and Huffman (2002) emphasized that models of behavior that direct
decisions about teaching and learning are supported by a foundation of shared
values. Values shape our intentions and actions. Thus, when an educational
community takes the time to organize and inventory shared values, the benefit is
steady and calculated teaching practices.
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A Shared Vision

Without collaboration, vision could not be present. Sergiovanni (1992)
insisted that teachers have a responsibility to help construct the foundation of
shared values since teachers inexorably become fundamental members of the
school as a learning community. Because teachers are involved, contributing
members of the school culture, their participation and collaboration in outlining a
set of shared values is essential.
According to Goldring (2002), teachers were provided direction and
purpose when they created a shared vision. Working collaboratively, staff
members were able to create a prevailing glimpse of the future. The vision
defined both the culture and climate of the building as well as the relationships
among staff members. Creating a shared vision was an opportunity to engage in
initial collaboration while providing meaning for each individual involved in the
process. That shared vision, in turn, provided a roadmap that acted as a
constant reminder, to each individual, of the core principals, beliefs, and values
that were collaboratively identified.
Bagin and Gallagher (2001) contended that without goals direction is
unattainable and results cannot be assessed without previously determined
objectives against which the results are measured.
Ubben, Hughes and Norris (2004) contended, in order to be successful in
developing a quality school, schools must first reveal and clarify the meaning of

(
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'quality' and then design a suitable course that will make quality attainable. The
authors stated (p. 69):

"Every school today must strive for quality.
When improvement is seen in a school's
quality, it is usually because the school has
a vision of what quality represents and a sense
of direction toward creating a quality program.
The sense of direction can be developed for a
school through the creation of a statement of
beliefs (vision), a set of goals (mission), and
specific objectives to be achieved (outcomes).
Each of these three levels - beliefs, goals, and
objectives - has a specific purpose in the
planning process and each contributes in
determining direction and showing
interrelationships."

Daft (1999) assigned particular importance to vision for a number of
reasons. A successful vision serves as a link between the present and the
future, entices and motivates its creators, provides meaning for their work, and
explains the organization's standard of excellence. The following elements are
17

common to productive visions: each member of the community takes ownership
of the vision because it has meaning to each person involved; the vision
identifies change and challenges in creating a more positive future; a vision
encourages its members to believe in themselves and their ability to make
appropriate changes; a vision is somewhat idealistic providing its members with
inspiration; and a vision must include specific goals and objectives the
community wishes to achieve.
Charles Schwahn and Bill Spady (1998) addressed the following
conditions to create an effective vision that implements change: Purpose - the
rationale for the organization's existence; vision - the blueprint or road map;
ownership - each individual's investment in and commitment to the rationale and
vision; capacity- having the necessary resources to implement the changes
outlined the vision; and support - the leader facilitates the necessary changes in
terms of policies and procedures.
As suggested by Matthews and Crow (2003), creating the vision is only
the first step in the change implementation process, however. To achieve the
vision, teachers and administration must be able to communicate the vision. A
written vision statement bonds the creators, provides purpose and meaning,
provides newcomers with a wealth of information about the school's culture and
purpose, and shares the commitment of understanding of the professional
community who created the vision. The vision is not simply a dream - it is a
striking ideal that administrators, teachers, students, and community members
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can have faith in, objectives that are realistic yet progressive and offer a more
successful future for the entire learning community.

Leadership and the Role of the Building Principal

Lunenberg and Ornstein (2000) defined leadership as convincing others to
replace personal goals and wishes with a common purpose that benefits not
individuals but the entire group.
Chrislip and Larson (1994) also described an effective leader as someone
who has the ability to organize and facilitate a network of individuals in making
change. The authors stated (p. xx):

"It is not the leaders with the most knowledge who
are effective, nor is it the leaders who command us
or strike allegiance with a privileged team of individuals.
Rather, it is the democratic leaders with the credibility
to organize groups of people and facilitate those groups
in making positive change. This type of leader is not
only inclusive but also believes in the power of the
group to address its own needs."
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However, Matthews and Crow (2003) noted that good management must
be present to exhibit good leadership. Yet, management can exist without
leadership. They offered the following example: Leadership is present when the
principal organizes a faculty meeting around a shared vision and set of beliefs.
On the other hand, the faculty meeting becomes simply a management task
when it is scheduled without a clear vision. The authors went on to reveal three
factors present in effective educational leadership: a strong understanding of
school culture with the ability to change that culture, development of a personal
mission and vision that in turn helps to promote a building shared mission and
vision, and effective communication and collaboration in executing the shared
mission and vision such that teaching and learning is improved.
Sergiovanni (1987) indicated that principal leadership includes the
following: facilitation of the building mission and vision, direction of instructional
leadership, teachers sharing a common vision, a collaborative school culture,
and an extended period of time.
According to Hackmann, Schmitt-Oliver and Tracy (2002), skilled leaders
recognized the systemic nature of the educational system. Schools were only
one system within their communities. Each of the systems or groups within
communities, influenced and placed demands upon the school system.
Educational leaders must consider this interdependence in order to construct a
realistic and effective vision for the school system.
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Ogawa and Bossert (1995) agreed with the systemic nature of leadership
and added that the principal of a school building is only one leader within the
system. Leadership flowed from one source to another within the network of the
system. The network included principals, teachers, students, staff, parents,
community members, district supervisors, and even governmental entities. The
flow of leadership within the network became the source of vision and
determined its course.
Just as interdependence between school and community has been
identified, principals and teachers must recognize their own interdependence.
"Administrative activity cannot be expressed in the absence of other people, and
it is through others that principals perform their work. In many respects, the
nature of administrative activity is humbling, for principals can accomplish little
alone." (Sergiovanni, 1987, p. 6)
Rost (1991) described this interdependence as leadership and
followership. Within any educational community, leaders may be followers and
followers may be leaders because the two form one relationship. Whomever the
needed expertise flows from becomes the leader. However, within any
community, areas of expertise vary among the individuals of that community,
offering different individuals opportunities to become leaders at different times.
In recent interviews of teachers whose schools were involved in a study to
identify the critical issues of a professional learning community, the issue of
shared and supportive leadership met with comments, from teachers, such as, "I
21

think everybody feels that they have a right to have input. It lets everybody take
ownership and I don't think anybody is afraid of administration stepping on their
feet and saying, 'no, you can't do that' because they seem open to anything
that's going to benefit kids" and, "Not everybody walks away happy, but
everybody feels like they had their say". Key findings of the described research
included the significance of leadership from school principals and the need to
facilitate a culture of trust, respect, and togetherness with a spotlight on
relationships. (Hipp & Huffman, 2002)
Steven Covey (1989) placed the emphasis of leadership on relationships.
The author declared (p. 221):

"Because we trust each other, we're open. We put
our cards on the table. Even though we see things
differently, I know that you're willing to listen with
respect. We're both committed to trying to understand
each other's point of view deeply and to work together.
Relationship neither makes the issues any
less real or important, nor eliminates the differences
in perspective. But it does eliminate the negative energy
normally focused on thoroughly understanding the
issues and resolving them in a mutually beneficial way."
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According to Chrislip and Larson (1994), collaborative leaders stood out
among their counterparts because they were able to encourage team
commitment and resolve and develop interdependence and vision. Effective
collaborative leaders enlisted key individuals recognizing that collaborative
proposals often fail because stakeholders were not included. Additionally,
successful collaborative leaders protected the vision and commitment by
providing encouragement and support to both the team and its individual
members. Team members perceived that their input was both valued and
necessary.
In the State of Washington, the ISLLC Standards for School Leaders
(1996) have been adopted as the standards for educational leadership. Created
by the Interstate School Leaders Licensure Consortium in partnership with the
National Policy Board for Educational Administration, the ISLLC Standards were
created as a means to reform educational leadership. The standards provide a
framework of performance expectations for principals. Among these
recommended and, ultimately, required standards are that the educational leader
will facilitate "the development, articulation, implementation, and stewardship of a
vision of learning that is shared and supported by the school community" (p. 12)
as well as "promote the success of all students by advocating, nurturing, and
sustaining culture and instructional program conducive to student learning and
staff professional growth" (p. 14). In addition, the educational leader will
"promote the success of all students by collaborating with families and
23

community members responding to diverse community interests and needs, and
mobilizing community resources" (p. 18). The State of Washington expects that
the principals who represent this state will facilitate the establishment of a shared
vision, manage and regulate the culture and dynamics of the school building to
create a successful learning environment, and collaborate within both the
building and its community.

The Role of the Faculty Handbook

Bag in and Gallagher (2001) pointed out that, in a Families and Work
Institute study, 65% of employees indicated that open communication between
management and employees was directly related to employee satisfaction.
Rather than money, the quality of work climate was a better descriptor of
company success and its ability to retain employees.
Communication between faculty and administration, in an educational
setting, has often come in the form of a faculty handbook. Specially designed
faculty handbooks and district policy and procedure manuals have provided
valuable assistance to both new and veteran teachers. A well-organized faculty
handbook provides improved communication of policies, procedures and
expectations between staff and administration, notifies them of expectations and
existing procedures, provides information on how to contact additional
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community resources, reduces any misinformation, and eliminates uncertainty
and dissatisfaction. (Rainone, 1996)
Pataniczek and Isaacson (1981) reported that teachers considered a
specially designed faculty handbook essential to staff and administration
communication and new teacher self-confidence. District policies and
procedures and community resources were deemed key pieces by teachers.
Wasserman and Emery (1989) concluded that information organized in a
resource packet format minimized the time necessary to gather information.
Packets on a variety of topics could be accessed when specific information was
considered necessary.
Gold (1989) noted that the content of the faculty handbook must change
as the year progresses. Mid-year resources might focus more on instructional
support while beginning of the year resources might provide assistance with
policies and procedures and access to community resources.

An Analysis of Information Obtained
from Selected Sources

For purposes of comparison and contrast, the writer obtained and
analyzed sample faculty handbooks utilized by educational leaders and faculty at
eight (8) elementary, middle, and/or high schools, including:
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1.

Mount Stuart Elementary School, Ellensburg, Washington

2.

Lincoln Elementary School, Ellensburg, Washington

3.

Grass Valley Elementary School, Winnemucca, Nevada

4.

Island View Elementary School, Anacortes, Washington

5..

Morgan Middle School, Ellensburg, Washington

6.

Ellensburg High School, Ellensburg, Washington

7.

Perrysburg High School, Perrysburg, Ohio

8.

Selah School District, Selah, Washington

An analysis of information obtained from the above schools revealed that
five (5) characteristics were generally common to all faculty handbooks. These
were as follows:

Attendance Policy: Six of the eight handbooks included information
regarding attendance.
Discipline Policy: Six of the eight faculty handbooks included the district
and/or building policies and procedures for student disciplinary issues.
Emergency Procedures: Standard operating procedures in case of fire,
earthquake, bomb threat or civil defense drill were presented in all of the
faculty handbooks reviewed.
MissionNision/Philosophy: Five of the eight handbooks included some
form of mission statement or building goal(s)/philosophy.
26

Schedule: Specialist schedules such as music, P.E., and library were
contained in two of the five elementary handbooks while each of the
middle and high school handbooks contained schedules identifying
classes taught by each individual teacher.

Summary

The research literature, and information summarized in Chapter Two
supported the following themes:

1.

Identified key traits, or influences, of school culture include
collaboration and a shared vision.

2.

Successful collaboration in an educational community creates a
collegial, reflective work environment and leads to consistent,
intentional teaching practices.

3.

A shared vision is a roadmap that acts as a constant reminder, to
each individual, of the core principals, beliefs, and values that were
collaboratively identified.

4.

Leadership is the ability to organize and facilitate a network of
individuals in making change.

5.

A faculty handbook provides increased communication of policies
and procedures, informs staff of expectations and current
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procedures, provides resources, eliminates any misinformation, and
reduces confusion and frustration.
6.

An analysis of information obtained from selected elementary,
middle, and high school faculty handbooks identified five (5)
characteristics that were generally common to all, including:
attendance policy, discipline policy, emergency procedures,
mission/vision, and schedule.
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CHAPTER THREE
PROCEDURES

The purpose of the study was to develop a model faculty handbook to
promote a shared vision and a collaborative school culture. To accomplish this
purpose, a review of related literature was conducted. Related information and
materials from selected sources were obtained and analyzed. Additionally,
specific information and forms were adapted and developed to serve an
elementary-level faculty.

Chapter three contains background information detailing:
1.

Need for the Project

2.

Development of Support for the Project

3.

Procedures of the Project

4.

Planned Implementation and Assessment of the Project

Need for the Project

The need for this project was influenced by the following considerations:
1.

The writer (Nadine D. Betts), a student of educational
administration, holds a Bachelor of Science degree in Elementary
Education from Montana State University. As a paraprofessional
and student teacher, the writer had the opportunity to observe and

evaluate several different educational settings at a number of grade
levels. This educational background increased the writer's
awareness of (a) the effects of different school cultures on both
teaching and learning, (b) the power of a shared vision, (c) the
value of reflection and dialogue among peers, and (d) the
consequence of successful, intentional communication that flows
between staff and administration.
2.

Following graduation from Montana State University, the writer, a
certified K-8 teacher, taught grades four through eight and worked
full-time in four school buildings, in three different states since
1990. Faculty handbooks were provided in each building, but their
content differed greatly and did little to pull the building personnel
together as a professional team. Past practice largely dictated the
contents of the faculty handbooks. The writer felt that beginning
the school year with a compelling faculty handbook, the contents of
which defined the personality and ideals of the staff, would endorse
teamwork and the foundation upon which to build a collaborative
professional school culture.

3.

The opportunity to undertake graduate studies at Central
Washington University afforded an opportunity to further pursue the
writer's interest in collaboration and a shared vision, and to explore
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in-depth, current trends in leadership and communication in an
educational setting.
4.

The review of related literature conducted for purposes of this
project confirmed the importance of collaboration and a shared
vision in promoting a positive school culture.

5.

Undertaking this curriculum development project coincided with the
writer's graduate studies in Educational Administration at Central
Washington University.

Development of Support
for the Project

From 1999 to 2001, the writer was employed as a fifth grade
teacher in the Ellensburg School District.

In 2001, she was provided the

opportunity to transfer, within the same district, to the middle school where
she would teach sixth, seventh and eighth grade technology. Over the
course of these three school years the writer observed first-hand how,
although each of these educational settings was within one school district,
(a) there was little consistency between the contents of faculty handbooks
which were used as simply a means of communicating building policy
rather than promoting the shared beliefs and values of its instructional
leaders, (b) each building had its own personality that largely contributed
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to its successes and failures (c) shared beliefs, perceptions, and values
were discussed and synthesized in one meeting and set aside over the
course of the school year (d) each staff member had areas of expertise
that were often overlooked or simply untapped, (e) faculty in both buildings
were concerned about the lack of opportunity for reflection, discussion,
and evaluation of teaching and learning, and (f) differing leadership styles
among the principals contributed to norms of behavior within each
building. As a result, several people in the district encouraged the writer
to collect key pieces that might contribute to a more collaborative faculty
handbook that would not only be used to help open the school year, but as
a foundation for consistent, intentional teaching and learning.
Concurrent with teaching, the writer was taking courses at Central
Washington University and came across research in collaboration, shared
vision, and school culture. This heightened her interest and encouraged
her to design a Masters project that would incorporate these issues.
Further, the writer is looking down the road from the standpoint of
career development and allowing for how a principal might consider topics
such as collaboration, a shared vision, and school culture. Although
collaboration, shared leadership, and a shared vision have been identified
as key factors in promoting a positive school culture, the faculty handbook
has been overlooked as a source for implementing initial changes in
attitude and climate. The writer felt that invigorating veteran teachers and
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welcoming new staff with a handbook including a shared vision and
collaborative resources might be the first step in developing a foundation
for shared leadership and a professional learning culture. Beginning the
school year with a compelling faculty handbook (the contents of which
defined the personality and ideals of the staff) would endorse teamwork
and the foundation upon which to build a collaborative professional school
culture.
Because the writer's research centered on collaboration, a shared
vision, and school culture, the items found in this faculty handbook share
that purpose. Items that are commonly found in faculty handbooks such
as emergency procedures, attendance policy, discipline policy, and
schedule, although perhaps necessary, were excluded from this handbook
to allow for a more narrow focus.
The combination of six years first-hand classroom teaching
experience, an immersion into the research-oriented Administrator
Preparation Program at Central Washington University, and an analysis of
information obtained from selected sources significantly influenced the
writer's determination to include selected components in the model faculty
handbook, which was the topic of this research project. These
components included:
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Section One:

A Shared Vision

Section Two:

Collaborative Communication

Section Three:

School and Community Resources

Section Four:

Collaborative Strategies

Procedures of the Project

The writer undertook the following procedures to develop the model
faculty handbook to promote a shared vision and a collaborative school culture:

1.

Information and materials, the preponderance of which was current
within the last ten (10) years, were identified through Educational
Resource Information Center (ERIC) and Internet computer
searches. Various other online resources and selected materials
were used to conduct research.

2.

A review of the Interstate School Leaders Licensure Consortium
(ISLLC) Standards for School Leaders was conducted.

3.

Faculty handbooks from selected schools were reviewed and
analyzed. These handbooks were obtained from the following
schools:
Grass Valley Elementary School, Winnemucca, Nevada
Island View Elementary School, Anacortes, Washington
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Lincoln Elementary School, Ellensburg, Washington
Mount Stuart Elementary School, Ellensburg, Washington
Morgan Middle School, Ellensburg, Washington
Ellensburg High School, Ellensburg, Washington
Perrysburg High School, Perrysburg, Ohio
Selah School District, Selah, Washington

4.

Because the final draft of the model faculty handbook would include
resources specific to a building or district, it was necessary to
develop samples. These samples are a representation of similar
resources that would be included in the model faculty handbook
used by other buildings and/or districts.

Planned Implementation
And Assessment of the Project

It was the writer's intention to present the model faculty handbook to
promote a shared vision and a collaborative culture, to a select number of
schools and districts for administrator and teacher study, review, evaluation, and
feedback during the 2004/2005 school year. The model handbook is a work in
progress and would be modified, based on input and advice received from the
identified professional colleagues on an ongoing basis. Further assessment of
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the model faculty handbook will occur after staff and administration have worked
with and used the materials throughout. Revisions will be made annually based
on feedback from teacher and administrative committee review.
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CHAPTER FOUR

THE PROJECT

The Model Faculty Handbook to Promote a Shared Vision and a
Collaborative School Culture, which was the subject of this project, has been
presented in Chapter Four, in the following four (4) sections:

Section One:

A Shared Vision

Section Two:

Collaborative Communication

Section Three:

School and Community Resources

Section Four:

Collaborative Strategies
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Section One: A Shared Vision
Section Overview
The Shared Vision Section offers faculty opportunities to communicate and
collaborate on a shared purpose and vision for Flounder Bay Elementary School.

Collaborative Activities
Collaborative Activities are consistent with their respective goals.
Activities include:
•

Defining a 'Code of Cooperation'

•

Sharing thoughts and perceptions on mission and vision

•

Critiquing sample mission and vision statements

•

Defining a shared purpose and vision

•

Gauging commitment to our shared purpose and vision

Collaboration Strategies
•

Operational Definition

•

Anonymous Questionnaire

•

Modified Purpose and Vision

•

Purpose and Vision

•

Consensus Chart
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Collaborative Activity #1

Code of Cooperation
Goal:

Clarify 'cooperation', provide a common language and
understanding for our faculty, and focus the energy of our staff on
the intention of our faculty meetings by creating our own Code of
Cooperation

Process:

Operational Definition (see P-118)

Procedure:
1.

2.

3.
4.
5.

Please divide yourselves into groups of five (5). Working together,
as a collaborative group, requires that we share an understanding
of the term 'cooperation'. As a group, what kinds of things do you
think might be important to working collaboratively? What would
you expect of others when you are speaking at a faculty meeting,
for example? How would you define continued cooperation once
the faculty meeting was over, and when engaged in hallway
conversations?
You may want to choose one recorder, or take turns. Please share
aloud and clarify your definition of 'cooperation'. Record all ideas
on the large piece of paper you have been provided.
All suggestions will be posted in the room where they can be seen.
Discussion and questions.
Consensus on a "Code of Cooperation" - your collaborative effort
will be printed. Your signature indicates consensus and agreement
with our new "Code of Cooperation".

Adapted and reprinted with permission from Quality in Education, Inc.
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Collaborative Activity #1

Code of Cooperation
(Collaboration Evaluation)

In this particular activity, you shared ideas about the term 'cooperation' and

designed a Code of Cooperation amongst the staff. The goal was to clarify
'cooperation', provide a common language and understanding for our faculty, and
focus the energy of our staff on the intention of our faculty meetings by creating
our own Code of Cooperation.

What did you like about the process?

What didn't you like about the process?

How could we modify the process to better meet our needs?
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(sample)

Code of Cooperation
Flounder Bay Elementary School

Wait Time
Open Minded
Respect
Active
Compromise
Act Professionally
Willing Participant
Honesty
Willingness to Listen
Safe Learning Environment
Positive Attitude
Feedback
Sense of Humor
Supportive
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Collaborative Activity #2

Mission and Vision
Research and Resources
Goal:

Offer each member of the team an opportunity to share their point
of reference regarding mission and vision anonymously and see
how our thoughts and perceptions fit in with one another's

Process:

Anonymous questionnaire

Procedure:

1. Before our next staff meeting on August 25th, 2004, please take 1015 minutes to look over the following:
•
•

•

Attached article titled, "Mission Statements with Vision: Where is
Your School Going?"
Attached resources to consider when writing a mission and vision
statement, including human needs, learning theory, learning styles
and strengths, and motivation, etc.
Sheet titled "Additional Things To Consider When Writing a
Purpose/MissionNision/Philosophy/Goal Statement"

2. Your anonymous input regarding the following will be greatly
appreciated and can be dropped in the office "IN" box anytime
before August 24th: (A master list of responses will be shared at
the next staff meeting.)

Which resources did you feel would be most powerful to include in a shared
mission/vision for Flounder Bay Elementary? (The more specific you can be, the
better we'll understand one another.)

Is there anything further that you feel should be considered before our faculty
embarks on a journey to create a shared mission/vision?

Have you ever written a personal mission/vision?
If so, how has it assisted you?
P-13

Mission Statements With Vision:
Where Is Your School Going?

C
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Please note: Content on this page was redacted due to copyright concerns.
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Please note: Content on this page was redacted due to copyright concerns.

Article by Cara Bafile
Education World® Copyright © 2004 Education World
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Piaget's Stage Theory of
Development
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Please note: Content on this page was redacted due to copyright concerns.

Reproduced from: The University of Alberta Cognitive Science Dictionary
www.web.psych.ualberta.ca/-mike/Pearl_Street/Dictionary/contents/P/piagets_stages.html
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Multiple Intelligences (H. Gardner)
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Please note: Content on this page was redacted due to copyright concerns.

Reproduced from www.tip.psychology.org/gardner.html
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Please note: Content on this page was redacted due to copyright concerns.

Learning Styles

Reproduced from www.chaminade.org/inspire/learnstl.htm
Adapted from Colin Rose(1987). Accelerated Learning.
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Please note: Content on this page was redacted due to copyright concerns.

What are my Learning Strengths?
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J. Jvanco, 1998
Reproduced from www.ldrc.ca/projects/miinventory/mitest.html
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Abram Maslow's Need Hierarchy

© Quality in Education, Inc.
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Copyright© 1998 by Bellwether Learning Center
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Contributing Factors to Meaning-Making

© Quality in Education, Inc.

Please note: Content on this page was redacted due to copyright concerns.
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Key steps in the Memory Storage Processes
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Continuous Improvement & Quality Core Values
In the appropriate system, individuals are capable of:
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Bloom's Taxonomy of Learning
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Knowledge - Recall

© Quality in Education, Inc.
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Comprehension - Translate
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Application - Generalize
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Analysis - Breakdown
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Synthesis - Compose
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Evaluation - Judging Material
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MULTIPLE INTELLIGENCE ANALYSIS CHART
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Grading

P<J.ul Dressel, Basic College Quarterly
Michigan State University
Winter 1957, p.6
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Deming's Profound Knowledge

© Quality in Education, Inc.
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(Sample)

Additional Things to_ Gonsider When Writing a
Purpose/MissionNision/Philosophy/Goal
Statement
Font
Color of Paper
Spelling
Grammar
Language - use of "we" or "you"
Graphics
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Collaborative Activity #2

Mission and Vision
Research and Resources
(Collaboration Evaluation)

In this particular activity, you read research and resources on mission and vision
and answered an anonymous questionnaire regarding mission and vision. The
anonymous responses were then shared with the rest of the staff via a master
list. The goal was to offer each member of the team an opportunity to share their
point of reference regarding mission and vision anonymously and see how our
thoughts and perceptions fit in with one another's.

What did you like about the process?

What didn't you like about the process?

How could we modify the process to better meet our needs?
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Collaborative Activity #3

Critique MissionNision/Philosophy/Goal/Purpose
Statements from Selected Schools

Adapted and reprinted with permission from Quality in Education, Inc.
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Please note: Content on this page was redacted due to copyright concerns.

Perrysburg High School Mission Statement

The purpose of Perrysburg High School, in
cooperation with the community it
serves, is to provide students with
academic, social, and emotional skill
development opportunities for working
cooperatively in a technological, global
society, and to challenge all students as
they prepare to be personally productive
citizens.

Retrieved on January 10, 2004 fromhttp://www.perrysburg.kl2.oh.us/hs/index.htm
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Island View Elementary

Mission Statement
February 9, 1998

Our mission is to provide a student-centered

environment where excellent instruction and
family/community partnerships empower each
child to meet or exceed the Washington State
Essential Academic Learning Requirements.

Washington State Learning Goals
1.

2.

3.

4.

READ with comprehension, write with skill, and
communicate effectively and responsibly in a variety of
ways and settings;
KNOW and apply the core concepts and principles of
mathematics; social, physical and life sciences; civics
and history; geography; arts; and health and fitness;
THINK analytically, logically and creatively and to
integrate experience and knowledge to form reasoned
judgments and solve problems;
UNDERSTAND the importance of work and how
performance, effort and decisions directly affect
career and educational opportunities.

Reprinted from the Island View Elementary Staff Handbook, 2002-2003
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Ellensburg High School
Philosophy and Goals
The philosophical principles of the faculty of Ellensburg High School are
these:
--- The school is a unique entity, a society within the society. As such, it has
a special function different of that from that of the home.
--- The purpose of the school is to provide quality education.
--- The special and unique relationship between the teacher and the
students through the activities of each class is the essence of a successful
school program.
The goals of the faulty of Ellensburg High School are these:
--- To train students the basic skills.
--- To transmit the culture.
--- To prepare students academically to pursue their own learning and to
appreciate the value of living.
--- To prepare students for responsible adult life.
In order to achieve these goals, the following primary responsibilities need
to be assumed:
--- The students need to value learning and take their education seriously.
--- The teachers need to respect the dignity of the students and provide
the imagination, inspiration, and experiences through which each student
can learn.
--- The principal needs to facilitate and enhance the teaching and
learning within the school.
--- The superintendent and the school board need to set and enforce
policy and provide the funds to facilitate and enhance the teaching and
learning within the school.
Approved by EHS Faculty - 9/29 /88
Reprinted from the Ellensburg High School Staff Handbook, 2001-2002
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Mount Stuart Mission Statement

Mount Stuart Elementary School is a community of students, parents, staff
and faculty who embrace the idea of life-Jong learning.

Our goals are to:
•
•

•
•

Provide a safe environment which ensures our physical safety,
emotional well-being, and encourages intellectual risk taking.
Value the unique qualities of each learner and facilitate learning
through a variety of teaching approaches and meaningful
curriculum.
Celebrate diversity while fostering a sense of community.
Support each other as we continue to acquire knowledge and skills
that inspire confident and creative participation in a changing
society.

Reprinted from the Mount Stuart Elementary School Staff Handbook, 2002-2003
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Mission Statement: a Working Draft
for Morgan Middle School
approved by Morgan Restructuring Committee
May 25, 1994

"Morgan Middle School: cultivating habits of excellence"
The Mission
Morgan Middle School's mission is to cultivate habits of excellence
for a changing world. The school will offer a challenging and high quality
education, enabling students to become competent and confident
individuals who are self-directed, interactive learners and responsible
contributors to society. School personnel, students, parents, and the
community will share in the development of excellence by fostering
inquiry, identity, and interaction.
To attain the mission, Morgan Middle School will provide an environment
wherein:
INQUIRY

•!• A coherent and challenging curriculum has clear and connected
academic demands, is appropriately challenging and interesting,
relevant to students' lives, structured around primary concepts, and
arranged in a sensible sequence
•!• Students' habits of thinking creatively and critically are
systematically cultivated: students are expected to act in
reasoned, productive, and responsible ways
•!• Teaching strategies, appropriate to the students' developmental
needs and levels engage students and address their specific
learning styles
•!• Teachers teach for understanding, utilizing current research and
incorporating multiple teaching styles and assessment approaches
•!• Students, and adults as role models, are expected to exhibit the
behaviors and attitudes of serious learning, work to their fullest
potential, and make contributions to society
•!• There is unanimous agreement and commitment to the belief that
serious learning is hard work, requiring involvement, intensity,
motivation, and sacrifice

&
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IDENTITY
•!• Students think independently, taking all relevant factors into
account, in order to make reasoned and ethical decisions
•!• Students sense that they are respected and valued;
personalization is recognized as a necessary condition for quality
learning
•!• Students' development and maintenance of physical, social,
and emotional well-being is fostered
•!• Chan:icter d$velopm$nt i~ an irit$grql pqrt of th$ c;;vrric;;vlvm; th$
attributes of honesty, cooperation, responsibility, respectfulness,
compassion, courage, perseverance, and civic duty are
expected
•!• Student's interest and talents are recognized as viable
components of developing their commitment to learning
•!• There is emphasis on the value of work and how performance,
personal efforts, and decisions directly affect career and
educational opportunities
•!• There is exposure to a variety of career options and professionals,
as tangible evidence of the rewards for academic effort

&

INTERACTION
•!• Students, staff, and community are given appropriate
responsibility, including decision making, and are held
accountable to a reasonable, clear, and consistent standard
•!• Students, staff and community utilize the skills and attitudes of
collaboration and problem solving, with the intention to
understand and improve the teaching/learning process
•!• There is an atmosphere that honors courtesy, mutual respect,
discipline, obligation, and shared commitment
•!• Students feel safe and realize that natural consequences
result from their actions
•!• Students are aware of diverse cultures and races and
recognize the dignity and worth of the individual
•!• There are opportunities to participate in and appreciate the
responsibilities of citizenship and the working of democracy.

Reprinted from the Morgan Middle School Faculty Handbook, 2002-2003
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Collaborative Activity #3

Critique MissionNision/Philosophy/Goal/Purpose
Statements from Selected Schools
(Collaboration Evaluation)

In this particular activity, you looked over mission and vision statements from
other schools and created a list of ideas and phrases with significant meaning.
The goal was to explore the reason for being and create a clear direction,
investigate the preferred future of our students, community, and staff, and
generate ideas for the next collaborative activity.

What did you like about the process?

What didn't you like about the process?

How could we modify the process to better meet our needs?
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Collaborative Activity #4

Shared Purpose and Vision Statement

Adapted and reprinted with permission from Quality in Education, Inc.
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Please note: Content on this page was redacted due to copyright concerns.

Collaborative Activity #4

Shared Purpose and Vision Statement
(Collaboration Evaluation)
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Please note: Content on this page was redacted due to copyright concerns.

Collaborative Activity #5

Consensus of the Shared Purpose and Vision Statement

Adapted and reprinted from Quality in Education, Inc.
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Collaborative Activity #5

Consensus of the
Shared Purpose and Vision Statement
(Collaboration Evaluation)

In this particular activity, each member of the team indicated his/her commitment
to the shared purpose and vision statement with a percentage. The goal was to
allow each member to gauge his or her response in relation to all of the other
responses of the group and provide data of the group on the issue of
commitment to our purpose and vision statement.

What did you like about the process?

What didn't you like about the process?

How could we modify the process to better meet our needs?
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Section Two: Collaborative Communication

Section Overview
The Collaborative Communication Section provides faculty opportunities
to reflect and collaborate on communication between parents and faculty.

Collaborative Activities
Collaborative Activities are consistent with their respective goals.
Activities include:
•

Reflecting on parent/teacher communication

•

Designing pre-printed postcards for parent/teacher
communication

•

Reflecting on parent/teacher conferences

•

Designing a parent/teacher conference letter

•

Prioritizing continued improvement in parent/teacher
communication

Collaboration Strategies
•

Personal Evaluation

•

Structured Brainstorming

•

Multi-Voting

•

Reflection

•

Affinity Diagram

•

Nominal Group Technique

P-61

Individual Activity #1

Communication
Research and Resources
Goal:

Provide team members with a point of reference and allocate time
for reflection on communication

Process:

Read Resources and Complete Personal Evaluation

Procedure:
1. Before our next staff meeting on September 22nd, 2004, please
allocate some time to look over the following:
•
•
•
•
•

Attached article titled, "Positive Communication Between Parents
and Teachers"
Suggestions for Effective Communication
What Research Says about Parent!Teacher Communication
Attached article titled, "Critical Issue: Creating the School Climate
and Structures to Support Parent and Family Involvement"
Ideas for Parent Communication

2. Your personal evaluation regarding parent communication will be
appreciated in the office "IN" box anytime before September 21•1.
Name:

Each of us has unique abilities in terms of communication. Please list at least
two ways in which you feel you successfully communicate with parents:

Please share one or two areas of parent communication that you would like to
work on this school year:

P-62

Positive Communication Between Parents and Teachers

C

by
Eva Patrikakou, Roger Weissberg, Mary Hancock,
Michelle Rubenstein, and Jennifer Zeisz
Laboratory for Student Success

P-63
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Ideas for Positive Two-way Communication
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C

Partnerships is a publication oftbe Laboratory for Student Success (LSS), the mid-Atlantic Regional
Educational Laboratory at Temple University Center for Research in Human Development and Education.
For information about the LSS and other LSS publications, contact the Laboratory for Student Success,
130 I Cecil B. Moore Avenue, Philadelphia, PA 19122-6091; Telephone: (800) 892-5550; also visit the
LSS website at http://www.temple.edu/LSS. Copyright © 1997 Temple University Center for Research in
Human Development and Education.

Adapted and reprinted from http://www.temple.edu/LSS on March 16, 2004
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Suggestions for
Effective Communication

(Lille, 1998)
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What Research Says about
Parent/Teacher Communication

(Lille, 1998)
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Critical Issue: Creating the School Climate and Structures to
Support Parent and Family Involvement
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This Critical Issue was researched and written by Georgette Comuntzis-Page, adjunct
assistant professor of journalism at West Virginia University, Morgantown, West
Virginia, and a child-care specialist for the West Virginia University Extension Service.
Development and production of this Critical Issue was a collaborative effort of the
Appalachia Educational Laboratory and the North Central Regional Educational
Laboratory.
Date posted: 1996

info@ncrel.org
Content and general comments: info@ncrel.org
Technical information:
pwaytech@contact.ncrel.org
Copyright © North Central Regional Educational Laboratory. All rights reserved.
Disclaimer and copyright information.

Adapted and reprinted from:
http://www.ncrel.org/sdrs/areas/issues/envrnmnt/famncomm/pa300.htm.
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Parent Communication Ideas

(

C
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Reprinted from Teach-nology, Inc. at http://www.teach-nology.com/
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Individual Activity #1

Communication
Research and Resources

(Collaboration Evaluation)

In this particular situation, you spent time reading research and suggestions and
then completing a personal evaluation of the materials.

What did you like about the process?

What didn't you like about the process?

How could we modify the process to better meet our needs?

P-79

Collaborative Activity #6

Postcard Design

Adapted and Reprinted with permission from Quality in Education, Inc.
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Collaborative Activity #6

Postcard Design
(Collaboration Evaluation)

In this particular situation, you spent time brainstorming and voting on
postcard content and appearance. The goal was to design preprinted postcards for parent/teacher communication.

What did you like about the process?

What didn't you like about the process?

How could we modify the process to better meet our needs?

P-85

Collaborative Activity #7

Reflection on
Parent/Teacher Conferences
Goal:

Generate ideas and feelings surrounding parent/teacher
conferences (This activity was designed to lead into the next
collaborative activity regarding parent/teacher conferences.)

Process:

Consider the Situation, Read Parent/Teacher Conference Ideas
and Suggestions, Discuss

Procedure:
1. Imagine yourself on your way to a meeting. You enter an office and
approach a busy receptionist. You state your name and indicate
that you have arrived for a meeting. She nods and points down a
hallway, supplying you with a room number. You wander down the
hallway, passing several others who seem to be in a hurry or
perhaps lost in their own thoughts. You find the supplied room
number and peer inside. There are several individuals sitting
around a table, talking amongst themselves. Each person seems
to have a handful of paperwork in front of them.
How do you feel?
2. Let's try a different scenario ... You are on your way to a meeting.
You approach the front door of the building. The door is opened; a
woman puts out a hand and says your name. She introduces
herself as a teacher in the building. You, together, walk down the
hallway visiting as you go. You enter a room in which several
individuals are walking around the room, visiting, while sipping
drinks and eating snacks that are provided. While you are being
encouraged to make yourself comfortable and help yourself to a
snack, different folks take the initiative to introduce themselves.
How do you feel differently?

3. Please take a few minutes to look over the parent/teacher
conference article and ideas provided on the next few pages.

P-86

4. Discussion
Let's make parent/teacher conferences an event for parents.
Something that I can do to facilitate your parent conferences is to
provide snacks and drinks. I will round up a few helpers to help
deliver them to classrooms on scheduled conference days. Since
some parents will need to request special conference dates and
times (outside of our scheduled conference dates) the school
kitchen will house snacks and beverages for those meetings.

5. Please return next week with the following: at least one parent
conference resource that you find especially helpful, and at least
one parent conference letter that was either given to you or
something you've used in the past. These should be items that you
already have in your possession, not something you need to spend
time researching unless you feel the need to spend the weekend in
the library.

P-87

How to Have a Successful Parent/ Teacher Conference
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Please note: Content on this page was redacted due to copyright concerns.
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Parent/Teacher Conference Ideas

C

C
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C

©2003 Teachnology, Inc. All rights reserved. Teach-nology- The Art and Science of
Teaching with Technology is a registered trademark.
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Conference Notice and Questionnaire

© 2003 by Education World®. Education World grants users permission to reproduce this page for
educational purposes.
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Collaborative Activity #7

Reflection on
Parent/Teacher Conferences
(Collaboration Evaluation)

In this particular situation, you spent time imagining how parents might feel
arriving for a parent/teacher conference, reading suggestions and ideas for
conferences, and discussing. The goal was to generate ideas and feelings
surrounding parent/teacher conferences, and this activity was designed to lead
into the next collaborative activity.

What did you like about the process?

What didn't you like about the process?

How could we modify the process to better meet our needs?

p.93

Collaborative Activity #8

Parent/Teacher Conferences
Goal:

Share Valuable Parent/Teacher Conference Resources, Design a
Building-Wide Parent/Teacher Conference Letter

Process:

Part I - Mingle and Share, Part II -Affinity Diagram (see P-128)

Procedure:
Part I
1. Please hang onto your parent conference resource(s) and leave
your parent conference letter(s) on the table labeled 'letters'.
2. At your seat, please place your conference resource(s) on the table
in front of you and stand. We'll take a few minutes to wander
around and look at one another's resources, ask questions, and get
some snacks. If you see something you like and want a copy, feel
free to use the post-it notes provided on the tables to jot down your
name.
Part II
1. Please divide yourselves up into groups of no more than 8
members.
2. Based on what you know about communication and everything
we've looked at over the past three weeks (articles, ideas,
resources), as well as the letters you've brought with you to share,
what are the elements of an effective parent conference letter?
3. Please use individual post-it notes to write ideas or thoughts
concerning our topic (use only one post-it note per idea). This
should be done in silence.
4. Members of each group should then arrange all the ideas for the
group into common categories. Again, in silence.
5. Groups should decide on labels for each category. Discuss and
clarify possibilities within each grouping. Put a boldly printed title at
the top of each category.
6. We'll develop a master list of categories at the front of the room.
7. The master list of categories will then be used to design
parent/teacher conference letters within each group, on large
paper.
8. Each group letter will be posted in the room.
9. One hot-dot will be given to each member in the process. Your hotdot should be placed on the conference letter that you feel best
meets our needs. Upon approval of the team, the letter with the
most hot-dots will be pre-printed for building use.
f'-94

Collaborative Activity #8

Parent/Teacher Conferences
(Collaboration Evaluation)

In this particular activity, you mingled and shared resources that were especially
useful to you and spent time brainstorming and then categorizing important items
for parent/teacher conference letters. Finally, you designed and voted on
parent/teacher conference letters. The goal was to share valuable
parent/teacher conference resources and design a building-wide parent/teacher
conference letter.

What did you like about the process?

What didn't you like about the process?

How could we modify the process to better meet our needs?
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Collaborative Activity #9

Continued Improvement in Communication
Goal:

Prioritize continued improvement in communication

Process:

Nominal Group Technique

Procedure:
1. l.:.ook over sample invitations, forms and newsletters. - 2. Share other potential areas of need regarding improvement in
communication.
3. Make a list of the areas of need.
4. Assign a letter to each area.
5. Count the total number of areas of need listed in Step 2.
6. Each member of the team will assign a numberical number to each
item. The most important would have the highest numerical
number. For example, if there are eight items, then the item a team
member decides is most important is given an 8, the next highest a
7, and so on.
7. When all the members have finished, the totals given for each item
will be added together in order to arrive at a total score for each
item. The highest number is the top priority.

(sample)
Item
A
B
C
D
E

Numerical Value

Total

8, 1,6,5,4, 3
7,2,6, 1,5,4
1, 1, 5, 4, 6, 1
1,8, 7,2,3,4
8, 8,6,5,5, 7

27
25
18
25
39
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Field Trip Permission Form

© 2003 by Education World®. Education World grants users permission to reproduce this page for educational purposes.
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Sample Volunteer Letter

Article by Peggy Chauncey Cramer
Education World®
Copyright© 2003 Education World
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Sample Parent Invitation
Dear Mr. and Mrs.

,

We look forward to visiting with you ...

At the request of Mrs. Betts, please join us on Friday, May 23rd at 3: 15
P.M. for an open discussion regarding Sheila's strengths and potential areas of
need. The following individuals will be present at the meeting, and we value your
point of view and home observations:

Nadine Betts,

5th

Grade Homeroom Teacher

Jackie Leeds, Resource Teacher

Jenna Collingsworth, Resource Assistant

James Radcliff, Principal

C

P-99

Sample Parent Welcome Letter

,~Education
'!f/Worid-

Copyright © 2002 by Education World
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Sample
Newsletter

Mathematics and Writing
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Adapted and reprinted from Educationworld.com.
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Collaborative Activity #9

Continued Improvement in Communication
(Collaboration Evaluation)

In this particular activity, you spent time looking over and sharing ideas for
continued improvement in communication. We then prioritized our ideas to
determine where we felt strongly about making initial improvements. The goal
was to prioritize continued improvement in communication.

What did you like about the process?

What didn't you like about the process?

How could we modify the process to better meet our needs?

P-103
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Parent Communication Log
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MASTER LIST OF PARENTS
STUDENT

PARENT

Kelly W atson

Cheryl Watson &
John Lee

WORK PHONE

(C) 293-3340

HOME PHONE

293-4442

CELL PHONE

(J) 770-9972

ADDRESS

27 Bowman Bay Drive

C
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Section Three: School and Community Resources
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Links to Organizations and Resources
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Section Overview
The School and Community Resource Section offers faculty places to look
for additional assistance.

P-108

C

STAFF HOME DIRECTORY
STAFF MEMBER

HOME PHONE

ADDRESS

Nadine Betts

293-2379

4504 Bryce Drive, Anacortes

--

--

C
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LOOKING FOR AN EXPERT?
LOOK AT THE WEALTH OF KNOWLEDGE IN OUR BUILDING
(sample)
NAME

TEACHING
EXPERIENCE

AREAS OF SPECIAL INTEREST, KNOWLEDGE,
COURSEWORK, OR EXPERTISE

Nadine
Betts

5,6,7

Special coursework and experience in methods of teaching
mathematics, knowledge of kayaking

Sara
Andersen

5th

Bilingual

Carla
Ketchum

4,5

Masters in Technology and Media, expertise in computers and
software

Shane
Backlund

5,6

Knowledge of mountaineering (climbed Mt. Rainier), special
coursework in survival and outdoor education

Matt
Chase

4,5

Masters in History, expertise in fly-tying and fishing

P-110

Listed in this RESOURCE GUIDE are
services and information available within
Skagit County and the State of
Washington for adult and children's
services, legal services, hospitals,
counseling and treatment sources, and
emergencies.

EMERGENCY NUMBERS
Police/Fire/Medical Aid
Anacortes Police Department
Skagit County Sheriff's Office
Skagit County Jail
Washington State Patrol
Coast Guard Rescue

911
293-4684
428-3200
336-9448
757-2004
293-9555

EMERGENCY SHELTER SERVICES
Skagit Domestic Violence and
Sexual Assault Services
24 hour number

336-9591
336-2163

CHILDREN'S SERVICES
Skagit County Community Action
Day Care Referral
Skagit County Care Resources
DSHS Child Protective Services
After Hours

C

336-2442
336-6277
428-6929
428-1400
336-2162
P -111
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LEGAL SERVICES
Common Ground Dispute Resolution
Evergreen Legal Services
Skagit County Public Defender
Community Information Line of
Skagit County
TTY- Partnership for Caring
WA Protection & Advocacy
System (disabilities)

336-6164
800-562-8836
336-9405
800-223-8145
800-846-8517
800-989-9455
800-562-2702

HOSPITALS
Island Hospital
Skagit Valley Hospital

293-3181
424-4111

STATE CERTIFIED
ALCOHOL/DRUG AGENCIES
428-7669
428-7835
755-1125

Detox
Skagit Recovery Center
Follman Agency

COUNSELING/GUIDANCE
Catholic Community Services
Skagit County Community Action
Skagit County Community
Mental Health Services

336-6686
336-6627
336-3193

VICTIMS OF CRIME

C

Skagit County Prosecutor
Families/Friends of Missing
Persons and Violent Crimes

336-9460
800-346-7555
P-112
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DISABLED CITIZENS SERVICES
Aging and Adult Field Services
Chinook Enterprises
Vocational Rehabilitation
Pacific North Community Services
REHABCO
Special Olympics

428-1434
428-0140
428-1515
336-0177
336-3136
336-9315

LICENSES
Driver's License
1005 Commercial #B-C
Vehicle License
819 Commercial Ave #B

293-2715
293-5533

SPECIAL SERVICES

C

Alcoholics Anonymous
Alanon/ Alateen
Alcohol Drug Help Line
Adult Protective Services
Cascade Job Corp.
Child Abuse (24 hrs.)
Department of Licensing
Humane Society
Narotics Anonymous
Mental Health
Domestic Violence and
Sexual Assault Services
Social Security

856-0421
856-1937
206-252-373 3
800-562-1240
800-487-0416
856-3400
336-2162
753-6918
757-0445
428-7171
336-3193
336-2162
800-772-1213

P-113

Links to
Organizations and Resources

Washington Office of Superintendent
Of Public Instr-uction
U.S. Department of Education

k12.wa.us/
ed.gov

Literacy Links:
National Center for Family Literacy
National Institute for Literacy
Reading Is Fundamental
Family Literacy Foundation
Alliance for Education
Washington Reading Corps

C

famlit.org
novel.nifl.gov/
rif.org
read2kids.org
alliance4ed.org
governor .wa.gov

Mathematics:
Math Forum
The Math Learning Center
AIMS Education Foundation
Marilyn Burns Education Associates
Math Solutions

mat hf orum.org
mlc.pdx.edu/index.html
aimsedu.org/
mathsolutions.com

Teacher Resources:
Sites for Teachers
Education World
Teachers.Net
Public Broadcasting System
Scholastic

(_

sitesf orteachers.com
educationworld.com
teachers.net
pbs.org
teacher .scholastic.com

P -114
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Section Four: Collaborative Strategies
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Thank You Letter
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Operational Definition
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Consensus Chart
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Multi-Voting
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Structured Brainstorming
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Affinity Diagram
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Nominal Group Technique
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Section Overview
The Collaborative Strategies Section supplies the team with pre-designed
tactics for communication.
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Version IV
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OPERATIONAL DEFINITION

(

© Quality in Education, Inc. All rights reserved.
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CHAPTER5

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS
AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Summary

The purpose of the study was to develop a model faculty handbook to
promote a shared vision and a collaborative school culture. To accomplish this
purpose, a review of related literature was conducted. Related information and
materials from selected sources were obtained and analyzed. Additionally,
specific information and forms were adapted and developed to serve an
elementary-level faculty.

Conclusions

As a result of this research study, the following conclusions were reached:

1.

The degree of constructive change in an environment is directly
related to the ability of the leader to facilitate a network of
individuals in making that change.

2.

Research has confirmed that collaboration, communication, and a
shared vision are essential to a positive school culture.

3.

Successful collaboration and a shared vision in an educational
community direct consistent, intentional practices.

4.

Collaborating with faculty to provide a specially designed handbook
communicates a vision of shared leadership and common goals
while delivering policies, procedures, and expectations, supplying
staff with professional and community resources, and eliminating
misinformation, confusion and frustration.

Recommendations

With regard to shared vision, the following recommendations have been
suggested:
•

The model faculty handbook should be used by administration as a
means to facilitate building faculty in developing a foundational
purpose, vision, and direction of the educational community.

•

Both staff and administration would benefit from fashioning a
personal mission and vision statement.

In the area of collaboration, recommendations include:
•

To insure the intent of the model faculty handbook and its success
in establishing a positive school culture, school administrators
39

should seek consensus of building staff and administration when
making decisions about the handbook's contents.
•

Collaborative activity outcomes should be functional, and as such,
evident within the building. For example, postcards created for
parent teacher communication should be customary.

•

Building faculty and administration should take leadership in
developing and maintaining a quality model faculty handbook that
both new and veteran teachers will find essential to their practices.

•

The model faculty handbook should be introduced prior to students
arriving at the beginning of the school year and sufficient time
should be prearranged to cover its contents.

•

The model faculty handbook should allow for individual differences
between buildings. This is directly related to whether or not it will
be a valuable tool to its patrons.

•

Every building within a district should have its own model faculty
handbook.

Finally, recommendations focused on continued improvement include:
•

The contents of the model faculty handbook should be revised and
updated on a yearly basis.

•

A series of faculty in-service meetings ought to be conducted to
keep faculty continually informed and updated.
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•

A series of presentations to the school board should similarly be
conducted.

•

Copies of the model handbook should be sent to professional
administrator organizations such as the National Association of
Elementary School Principals (NAESP) and the American
Association of School Administrators (AASA).

•

The author has given consideration to seeing this special project
topic and the model handbook published in a professional journal.

•

The writer has given significant thought to strategies that could be
employed to assure that the model handbook will be kept before
the professional staff.

•

The model faculty handbook should serve as a reference. As such,
faculty and administration should refer to pieces within the model
faculty handbook throughout the school year.

•

Pertinent items should be added to the model faculty handbook
throughout the school year.

The present study brought the researcher into contact with additional key
authorities, all of which have focused attention in Washington State on the
mandate requiring school administrators to assume best learning practices in
schools that model a collaborative school culture. These authorities include:
•

Office of Superintendent of Public Instruction
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•

Common School Manual of the State of Washington and
appropriate R.C.W.'s and W.A.C.'s related to effective schooling

•

Association of Washington School Principals and the model
teacher/staff handbook developed by this professional association

•

Current ISLLC Standards which also detail the nine (9)
characteristics of effective schools

In view of the above, it is the recommendation of this researcher that
these key resources be consulted by any school administrator seeking to develop
a model handbook to promote a shared vision and a collaborative school culture.
Finally, other school districts seeking to utilize a model faculty handbook
may wish to adapt and/or utilize the model developed for this particular project or
undertake further research on this subject to meet their unique needs.
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